The p53 tumor-suppressor protein is a cellular phosphoprotein and a negative regulator of cell growth. Most p53 mutations occur in exons 5-8 within the DNA-binding domain. Therefore, p53 can potentially be targeted with novel drugs designed to bind to a mutation and restore its stability or wild-type conformation. For the current study, Hartree-Fock calculations were used to investigate the solvent-induced effects of five different solvent media (acetone, ethanol, methanol, dimethyl sulfoxide, and water) on the thermochemical parameters and relative energies, and on the multinuclear nuclear magnetic resonance shielding tensors of oxygen, nitrogen, and phosphorus nuclei, of GAT. To understand how the solvent affects the mutation region (the "hot spot") of p53, the relative energies of GAT in selected solvent media were determined. Some biological evidence suggested the structural stabilities of hot spots of GAT have the optimum temperature and solvent type for mutation. All the authors' findings are in accordance with common biological phenomena. Another important objective of this study was to compare the hydration Gibbs free energies of CUA and GAT in water using two different approaches where the solvent was treated as a continuum of the constant at different levels of Hartree-Fock theory. The Gibbs hydration energy values obtained in water with the polarized continuum model directly applied on the isolated CUA and GAT sequences were compared with those determined from the hydrated models with four, six, and eight water molecule clusters around the hot spots uracil and adenine. The clustered structures of water molecules around the hot spots of GAT (in DNA level) and CUA (in transcriptional level) were found to be energetically favored. The results of this study provide a reliable insight into the nature of mutation processes, which is of utmost importance for the study of biochemical structures, and provide a basis for drug design.
Introduction
The p53 tumor-suppressor protein is a cellular phosphoprotein and a negative regulator of cell growth. These functions make p53 a key factor in protection against cancer. More than half of all human cancers harbor p53 mutations and have no functioning p53 protein. More than half of human tumors contain a mutation or deletion of the TP53 gene. These mutations mostly occur in exons 5-8 and they make p53 a potential candidate for gene therapy. Most of the cancerous mutations are point mutations where a base pair is substituted by another with distributions along the DNA sequence. It should be noted that p53 is considered a significant contender for use in gene therapy targeting tumor cells. 1, 2 The tridimensional, dynamic structure of biological macromolecules influences all processes of molecular diagnosis. In recent years, significant improvement has been made in the development of theoretical methods in studies of structural and dynamic nucleic acid. Other recent successes include the application of quantum chemistry for solving biological problems. One of the applications of nucleic acid modeling is the possibility of attaching a drug to DNA. 3 A large part of the challenge of this is due to determination of DNA structure of all the common biological molecules. Direct observation of these phenomena is not possible at the atomic level. Some methods such as X-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) provide useful information at the atomic level but are faced with many practical challenges.
According to research reports, p53 plays an important role in different types of human tumors, including pancreatic tumors, and changes in this gene can increase or decrease the sensitivity of tumor cells to anticancer drugs. The authors studied GAT codon in exon 5 of p53, which undergoes point mutation in pancreatic cancers. It has been found that the frequency and spectra of p53 mutation and its function depend on the cell-type development stage and the tissue origin of the cancer. 4 In other cases, mutations in the gene have been observed in 60%-80% of pancreatic cancers. 1 A statistical analysis of mutation-induced charge transfer modifications was performed. [5] [6] [7] [8] In contrast to noncancerous mutations, hot-spot mutations tend to result in significantly weaker changes of transmission properties. 9 The theoretical chemical shifts of these systems have been reported. Theoretical calculations predicted a significant downfield shift for protons involved in intermolecular hydrogen bonding between N-H and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). The solventinduced effects on chemical shifts of other nuclei have also been reported at the Hartree-Fock theory level. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Until now, most of the investigations in this field have focused on conformational aspects of biological sequences. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Solvation effects could be considered in drug metabolism, as the kinetics and thermodynamics of enzymatic biotransformations of drugs may be dependent on solvation effects. Therefore, extensive data related to solvation are probably essential. 21 In this current research, the authors have conducted theoretical studies of solvent effects on NMR tensors and on the thermochemical parameters of GAT codon; they have coupled this with consideration as to whether the polarity of solvent can have an influence on these physicochemical quantities. Structural changes introduced by various solvents were monitored by chemical-shielding changes. The selected solvents exhibited a wide range of hydrogen-bonding and polarity/polarizability properties. Due to the importance of hydrogen-bonding interactions governed in biological systems, the authors' main theoretical argument has been focused on exploring the NMR parameters of nitrogen, oxygen, and phosphorus nuclei involved in the hydrogenbonding network structure.
To study the temperature and solvent effects on the stabilities of the hot-spot segment of the GAT sequence, thermochemical parameters of GAT such as thermal energy, entropy, and enthalpy were calculated at 300 K, 310 K, and 313 K using five different solvent media. The temperature and a suitable solvent responsible for structural instability of hot spots leading to mutation were suggested. In order to identify the most probable sequence for mutations among GAU and CUA for RNA and GAT for DNA, all energy values of these systems were calculated in vacuum at RHF/6-31G theoretical level and a logical trend was revealed. To justify the solvent-induced effects, the energy values of the GAT system were determined in different solvent media with ethanol as a reference solvent; their relative energy (∆E relative ) values were analyzed.
The current study covers a theoretical background concerning thermochemical and solvent effects equations defined for the analysis of theoretical assumptions.
Theoretical background
An accurate knowledge of the magnitude of NMR tensors has been found to be valuable in indentifying biomolecular structure and dynamics with NMR spectroscopy. 18 Therefore, for reliable structural investigations, it is necessary to determine each nucleus of interest involved in the hydrogen-bonding network. Quantum chemical calculations are increasingly being used to rationalize the relationship between shielding tensors and biological structures. 22, 23 The following quantities are often used to describe NMR shielding tensors -namely, the isotropic, anisotropic shielding, and the asymmetry parameters: a. The isotropic value (σ iso ) of the shielding tensor, which is defined as
b. The anisotropy parameter (∆σ), which is defined as For evaluating solvation free energies (∆G hydration ), the following equation can be defined as the difference between the Hartree-Fock free energies of the species in solution and the Hartree-Fock free energies of the species in the gas phase; in fact, ∆G S involve three nonelectrostatic contributions ( cavitations, dispersions, and repulsion energies) as
Software and modeling
Computational biology techniques play a key role in expanding our knowledge on the mode of behavior of solvents in normal biological processes. Physics-based computations such as biomolecular simulation simulate biomolecular motion according to the laws of physics; they provide quantitative information on biomolecular dynamics and energetics, as well as help with the interpretation of biophysical data. 26 This research is an example of how quantum mechanical techniques can be successfully applied to biologically relevant problems in rather large and complex systems. For this purpose, the electronic structure and solvent-effects calculations are performed on GAT codon using Gaussian 98 software (Gaussian, Inc, Wallingford, CT). 27 First, the authors considered the geometry optimizations of GAT existing in DNA and coupled with it, carrying out the Hartree-Fock level of theory using the STO-3G, 3-21G, and 6-31G basis set in the gas phase as well as in the five different solvent media (acetone, ethanol, methanol, dimethyl sulfoxide, and water) by assuming a polarized continuum model (PCM) solvation method. Before starting PCM calculations, the cavity radius obtained for incorporation of solvent effects was determined. After optimization in different solvents, the authors calculated NMR shielding parameters for some nuclei involved in the GAT hydrogen-bonding network.
Second, the authors considered just the adenine section of GAT sequence, regarded as a hot spot for mutation, for performing a frequency calculation in order to obtain thermochemical parameters at three different temperatures (300 K, 310 K, and 313 K) to find out important structural stability factors.
Third, due to the key role of the number of water molecules on mutation and other biological phenomena, the authors constructed the hydrated complexes of four, six, and eight water molecules bonded directly to uracil and adenine as the hot spots of CUA and GAT sequences through several hydrogen bonds to be used in calculation of ∆G hydration (as defined in equation 4). This parameter has been used to investigate the effect of hydration of the CUA and GAT sequences to predict its actual structure in aqueous solution at finite temperature. In the current study, the authors' emphasis was placed on the variations of thermochemical parameters due to the temperature effect in different solvents. According to thermochemical functions of GAT reported in Table 2 at three different temperatures (300 K, 310 K, and 313 K) and different solvent media, the most negative value was obtained at 300 K and the highest stability in water solvent at 313 K.
In view of the solvent and temperature effects on GAT model, the negative Gibbs free energy of GAT in water with the highest polarity at 313 K reveals the most stable condition and the least probability for mutation to occur. However, these results suggest that the polar solventsspecifically, a highly polar system solvent such as waterprovide the most suitable condition for mutation of GAT located in DNA.
The graph of the relative Gibbs free energy versus dielectric constant of GAT (Figure 1) shows that with increased dielectric constant there is a dramatic decrease in Gibbs free energy. The minimum region is observed for ethanol, and after passing this point the slope of the curve remains constant. Hence, the interaction energies of studied systems were calculated as the difference between the total energy of a whole system and the energies of subsystems. Solvent effects in water were calculated by employing the PCM method in which the solvent is considered a continuum dielectric, recognized by its constant permittivity. Indeed, an important objective of this study was to compare the solvation energies calculated by adopting the PCM method directly from the data obtained by equation 6. The energy values of CUA and GAT affected by the hydration were studied by comparing the energetic features of the isolated sequences and their hydrated model.
Results and discussion

Solvent effects on multinuclear NMR parameters
The theoretical values of σ iso , ∆σ, and η of oxygen, nitrogen, and phosphorus atoms of GAT sequence in different solvent media are shown in Tables 1 and 2. For prorogated nitrogen atoms such as N 1 the minimum fluctuations in asymmetry parameter were observed. It was shown that all solvents had no significant effect on the variation of charge density of proton-donor atoms or among all atoms of GAT involved in the hydrogen-bonding network.
The highest values of asymmetry parameter were observed in different solvents. For GAT sequence the maximum and minimum values of δ iso for N 11 , N 32 , and N 47 were observed in water and acetone, respectively.
Temperature and solvent effects on thermochemical functions
There have been numerous reports on the analysis of thermochemical parameters of the isolated uracil and its hydrated model. [28] [29] [30] However, there are no experimental data on the relative energies or enthalpies of the above model systems. 
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Hydration models of CUA and GAT sequences
Computing the free energy solvation is essential in rational drug design for pharmokinetic and pharmodynamic studies. Some recent research has been devoted to modeling the first hydration shell of nucleic acid base using electronic structure methods. 32, 33 Also, based on the reviewing literature the uracil-water interaction has been explored by means of the natural bond orbital analysis that provides supplementary information of the relative stability ordering. 31 In two CUA, nH 2 O and GAT, nH 2 O local minima structures, water molecules are bonded to the uracil of CUA as well as to the adenine of GAT by several hydrogen bonds. The oxygen and hydrogen atoms of water that are involved in forming the hydrogen bonds are in the same plane of uracil and adenine, while the free water hydrogen atoms are outside the plane.
Two different approaches were compared in this research by considering solvent effects on Gibbs solvation energies and finding the most proper hydrated model (Table 3) . According to the hydrated models of CUA, nH 2 O and GAT, nH 2 O, the most negative energy values were obtained considering quantized number of water molecules (n 4, 6, 8) rather than the PCM model, which assumes the solvent as a continuum medium. A notable result is that these energy values (E CUA, nH 2 O and E GAT, nH 2 O ) led to more negative values through adding water molecules from n = 4 up to n = 8. In the case of CUA, nH 2 O and of GAT, nH 2 O, the most negative energy value, referred to as the most probable model, was observed with four water molecules.
Therefore, based on reported results, the authors conclude that hydration of CUA codon as well as GAT codon tends to yield stabilization energies for a more negative nonhydrated complex.
Solvent effects on the relative structural stabilities of hot spots
Analysis of the total energy values of a biological system is the first critically important step for evaluation of a wide range of structural electronic properties. It is now well accepted that the solvent plays a key role in the stabilization of biomolecular systems in general. 19 Based on the energy calculations for CUA and GAT, the more negative energy value and the higher stability were found for CUA rather than GAT. Here we can see the lowest stability for GAT in DNA. According to this fact it is logical to expect mutation to occur more in GAT than in CUA sequence involved in RNA. This observation is in accordance with the common biological fact that the majority of mutations generally occur in DNA.
According to the relative energy values (∆E relative ) in the solvents with a variety of polarities, it seems that the stability of all three systems was influenced by the polarity of the solvent. Hence, the lowest ∆E relative value was found in the lowest dielectric constant and the highest value was observed in water, with the highest dielectric constant and with high polarity (Figure 2) . Also, there are two extremum regions in the graph of energy values of GAT versus dielectric constants of different solvent media (ε = 24.55 and ε = 46.8). In other words, the lowest point indicates the most stable GAT was found in ethanol, with the maximum region belonging to DMSO. This fact is attributed to the solvent-induced effect on the stability of GAT systems. Finally, it is realized that relative energies (∆E) of GAT in solution state were smaller and the structures were more stable than with the gas phase system, which was due to easier interactions in solution relative to the gas phase.
Conclusion
An improved understanding of the nature of the biological interactions causing the shift in NMR or thermochemical parameters may hold the key to finding the most suitable condition for the occurrence of various biological phenomena -specifically, mutation. This issue is inherently intriguing due to the relatively large number of atoms and to the complex nature of the interactions involved in the quantum hot spot-DNA system that require ab initio electronic structure methods. However, with the progress of computational techniques, the domain of application of molecular simulations is constantly expanding.
It seems likely that NMR chemical shielding tensors may play an even more important role in structural determination. It has been found that hydrogen bonding is the most important factor for deshielding of the electronic charge density around noticed nuclei. A dipole in the molecule will induce a dipole in the medium, and the electric field applied by the solvent dipole will in turn interact with the molecular dipole, leading to net stabilization.
Based on the energy calculation of GAT, it was observed that the relative energies (∆E) of GAT in solution were smaller than in the gas phase, which is due to interactions in solution that were larger than in the gas phase. This observation is in accordance with the common biological fact that the majority of mutations generally occur in DNA.
Furthermore, considering the hot spots of CUA and GAT sequences, a structure with four water molecules around uracil and adenine segments is slightly favored. It is notable that hydration of CUA codon as well as GAT codon tends to yield the stabilization energies of more negative nonhydrated complex. Therefore, it seems likely that in the future it may be possible to directly incorporate quantum chemical results into biological structure refinement.
